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“IT’S MAY 3, 2021. DON’T FORGET TO UPGRADE THE EMBEDDED SOFTWARE IN YOUR SHOES
BEFORE YOU GO FOR A RUN!”

This may sound like a commercial for the 1986 Puma Smart Sneaker2, the first running shoe
with embedded sensors and software in its heel. It could also be an opening line from an old
sci-fi movie describing a distant point in the future. Sci-fi movies have a great track record
of predicting the future, from video calls3 to self-driving cars4. The former is a dominant
part of our daily professional routine these days. The latter is no longer science fiction5. So,
what if the growing interplay between goods and services is not about the future but a good
description of the present? Nowadays we live in a world of connected objects that rely on
sophisticated embedded software. Recently, the Volkswagen’s CEO6 admitted that the only
way for VW to remain a successful car manufacturer is to become a successful software
company. And while he may be the latest CEO to recognise the business irrelevance of
such a goods-services distinction, he certainly is not the only one. Apple understood it well
before many other companies when designing mobile phones and their underlying software
ecosystem without having any production facilities. Now Apple wants to produce cars7. And
so do several Chinese telecom giants, like ZTE 8 or Huawei9. And the list is longer: Amazon,
Tencent, Google, Baidu. All these corporate announcements are another way of saying that
mode 5 services10 are going to be one of the most important ingredients of global competitiveness in many sectors.
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Car companies are right to get interested in software. Future autonomous and electric vehicles are primarily software-driven products compared to traditional cars. Already in 2010,
the General Motors’ Volt car11 was dubbed as one of the most sophisticated IT products,
with over 10 million lines of software code and its own IP address. So, in the future, car
manufacturers might need to do software in order to produce cars successfully. Surely, along
complex global supply chains with many suppliers scattered around the world.
These headline announcements from global manufacturing companies entering the software market and vice-versa, confirm a simple truth: in order to stay competitive, companies
can no longer see themselves just as a manufacturing firm, or a services firm. And this
simple truth goes beyond the automotive sector. Underpinning this radical shift is a series
of digital disruptive technologies, affecting everything from product standards, industrial
design, intellectual property, and investment decisions. Such technological developments
are game changers for many traditional manufacturing sectors.
WHAT ABOUT TRADE POLICY IN ALL THIS?

In trade policy, this new reality is well understood. Take for instance the latest EU trade
strategy12 launched at the beginning of 2021. The importance of trade and technology is
clearly understood and features prominently among the top keywords defining the EU trade
policy priorities (Figure 1). Global regulatory standards and digital technologies are seen as
key ingredients to ensure that EU companies can compete fairly along GVCs. However, the
underlying structure of the global trading system relies on a set of global trade rules written
in late 1990s, to use the digital jargon, either on an electric typewriter or on a monochrome
computer screen using MS-DOS word processing programmes.
The creation of the WTO in mid-1990, was accompanied by a realisation that the
Internet revolution will affect the future. The WTO members adopted a work programme on electronic commerce13 as early as 1998. The work programme was very ambitious and correctly identified that digital technologies will cut across both GATT rules
(customs valuation issues, standards, rules of origin, HS classification) and GATS (domestic
regulation, privacy, competition issues, etc).
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FIGURE 1: THE LATEST EU TRADE POLICY REVIEW: MAIN KEYWORDS

Source: Author’s elaboration, based on the European Commission “Trade Policy Review - An Open, Sustainable and Assertive Trade Policy” Communication.

The work programme on electronic commerce has been ongoing since 1998, but without
much progress. There is hope that the current e-commerce negotiations will address some
important gaps in global trade rules. The EU and several other WTO members had been
trying for years to start negotiations on digital trade under the multilateral work programme
on e-commerce, unfortunately to no avail. Therefore, plurilateral talks are now well underway on many issues that matter for global businesses, in the context of the Joint Statement
Initiative negotiations on e-commerce. The extension of the moratorium on customs duties
on electronic transmissions until June 2021 is also encouraging, although far from ideal
from the viewpoint of stable, predictable trade rules. The good news is that most EU FTAs
contain a permanent prohibition of customs duties on electronic transmissions.
While trade negotiators have been working hard on new trade rules, many things happened
in the real world since 1990s. We are no longer using monochrome screens and WordPerfect. Several technological disruptions are nowadays the source of future global competitiveness (e.g. 5G and cloud computing, Internet of Things, blockchain, 3D printing, remote
sensors, artificial intelligence, big data, cybersecurity, telematics, robotics, e-health etc.) and
these digital technologies are subject to exponential evolution.
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FIGURE 2: GLOBAL 3D PRINTING ACTIVITIES AND ITS EVOLUTION OVER TIME

Source: Wohler Associates, cited in World Economic Forum (2020), 3D Printing: A Guide for Decision-Makers.

The precise estimates of the exact number IoT “smart devices” that have the embedded software varies but it surpassed 20 billion IoT devices14 already in 2018. Their number is forecasted to more than double in the next years. Or take, for instance, 3D printing. Although
still marginal as a share of total manufacturing, 3D printing has been recently on an exponential curve, and it has made headlines as a life-saving technology15 during the covid19
health crisis. Figure 2 also shows that 3D printing is predominantly about embedded services (60% of the total 3D printing revenues worldwide), not the material value of the inks
used in additive manufacturing. Yet, 3D printing is one of the new tech areas that may be
caught in between the gaps between various trade rules in GATT, GATS, or TRIPS. In
trade policy, things are still governed by different rules focussed on different key elements.
In the area of goods, although tariffs are still important, non-tariff regulatory barriers are
the most important barrier for manufacturing businesses16 .
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In the area of services, it is all about GATS modes of supply17. The same services can be
affected by different trade barriers, under each mode of supply (ranging from domestic
regulations, licensing, certification, etc). Although we knew GATS modes of supply are
critical for services trade, until recently, we did not have a clear picture of their relative
importance across total EU export performance. Trade in services suffered from major statistical setbacks and sometimes was completely ignored in public debates (see for instance
the misperception that China has become the largest trading partner for the EU18). One
recent conceptual development that blurred the classical distinction between trade in goods
and services is the so-called “mode 5 services”19, i.e. services that are embedded in products
(e.g. innovative eco-design or software functionalities). Nowadays manufacturing activities
have a growing share of such embedded services and therefore trade in goods and services
are part of a continuum.
FIGURE 3: DISTRIBUTION OF EU EXPORTS IN 2017: SERVICES BY MODES OF SUPPLY AND GOODS
TRADE
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Source: Author’s calculation based on Eurostat data and WTO-OECD WIOD database.
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In reality, when all GATS modes of supply are taken into account, EU services trade accounts
for 54% of total EU exports, which makes EU services trade bigger than goods trade. This
is often ignored, even among trade policy experts, due to the way in which services trade
statistics are compiled 20. Now, add mode 5 services to it and “real” goods exports represent
only about 30% of EU total exports (Figure 3).
Where does all this lead us? As the 2017 trade data shows, services accounted for a majority of EU exports, and mode 3 (FDI-driven) services were dominant. However, with the
technological disruptions that have been accelerated by the covid19 global crisis, the relative
structure of different modes of supply is bound to change considerably. FDI data indicates
that there was already a downward trend in global FDI inflows21 even before the covid19
crisis.
FIGURE 4: GLOBAL FDI INFLOWS: BEFORE AND AFTER THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
(USD TRILLIONS)

Source: UNCTAD, World Investment Report 2020.
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The recovery in FDI levels may take years, and it may never reach the previous peak levels.
Digitalisation will lead to a substantial increase in mode 1 services trade as part of postcovid globalization22, both in addition and at the expense of other modes of supply. Mode
2 services (tourism) has nosedived. And so did Mode 4 services (cross-border individual
professional service providers). The latter however reinvented itself as tele-migration using
online conferencing platforms, whose activity reached the sky. So much so that, in October
2020, one online conference platform was more valuable than the top 7 US airlines combined 23.
Not only mode 1 services will increase in relative importance. The value of “mode 5 services” will also increase, both in absolute value and share in EU trade. It is very likely that
the share of mode 5 is greater today than in 2017. Take for instance the case of electric or
autonomous vehicles, which are described nowadays as “computers on wheels”. The car of
tomorrow is becoming a software-enabled, cloud-connected device24. Beyond Volkswagen’s
plans to become a software company and Apple’s to become an automotive company, the
sector is on a rapid path of servicification and digitalisation. The clearest evidence is that
the sector is in the midst of a rapid transformation is the fact that car production has been
slowed down due to a shortage of computer chips25. Computer chips need software to run,
which indicates that the importance of embedded software will continue to increase. This
trend does not affect only cars. We can see it everywhere, primarily driven by the Internet
of Things and RFID sensors, controlling many industrial processes. They also play a crucial
role in international trade. The need for real time traceability along global supply chains led
to the introduction of RFID sensors in maritime container. Tens of millions of containers
are going back and forth across the seas, all connected via various digital platforms, increasingly using blockchain technology26, as part of trade facilitation and compliance requirements. And, for any product with a high mode 5 services content, cross-border data flows
will be crucial.
Another critical services sector that will continue to lead in terms of digital intensity is health
services. The trend was already there, with many medical devices being highly depended on
software and digital features. The 2017 EU Medical Device Regulation27, for instance, had
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already introduced new rules for software as a medical device and the current pandemic
has clearly demonstrated the importance of digital health28. The covid19 pandemic has also
accelerated not only vaccine production but also promoted the development of potentially
lifesaving connected medical wearables29, and the benefits of performing remote, robotic
surgeries. The Lindbergh operation30, the first transatlantic robotic surgery performed two
decades ago announced already how the future will look like. With 5G technology, combined with advancements in robotics, such developments may boost the share of mode 1
(digital) e-health solutions, leading to technological diffusion and increase the health benefits for patients worldwide, reducing the need for medical tourism under mode 2 or top
“high-flying surgeons” to criss-cross the world, under mode 4 services.
There are several ways for trade rules to embrace these new technological developments. One
avenue available for trade rules to be in sync with current technologies, is unilateral reform.
Many countries have understood the importance of the services-goods continuum and are
trying to put in place new trade rules that promote technological progress via domestic
reforms. One such example concerns customs rules and indirect taxation. For instance,
some developing countries are contemplating adopting a “duty drawback” for services. The
EU exporters have already several options available for the treatment of embedded services,
under the European Union Customs Code. For instance, the outward processing regime
provided for under art. 259 of the Union Customs Code allows for EU embedded software
to be exempted from import duties31 when they are part of processed products traded under
this specific customs procedure. This is one example about trade rules to facilitate trade and
technology developments, for products that nowadays are essentially “computers on wheels”.
A second option is to bolster bilateral cooperation on trade and technology with key partners32, as recently proposed by the EU. Rapid technological developments are and will
remain ahead of trade rule making. But, sooner or later, rules are put in place by national
regulators in charge of critical areas such as cybersecurity, artificial intelligence, data protection, product standardisation and consumer safety. Ex-ante regulatory cooperation with
key partners is a promising avenue to avoid future trade barriers, before they are introduced
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as part of domestic regulation. This is extremely important in the area of services, but given
their deeply rooted regulatory nature, removing services trade barriers is inherently more
difficult than removing certain barriers affecting trade in goods. For instance, in 2019, there
was only one services barrier that the European Commission managed to solve33, out of 40
barriers worldwide.
The third option is regulatory cooperation on trade and technology in a multilateral setting
that breaks the “legal silos” of various WTO treaties and adopts “best practices” from one
trade area to another. For instance, the WTO has a well-functioning system of addressing
technical barriers to trade34 that cause “specific trade concerns” for goods trade. Dialogue
and cooperation between WTO members in the TBT Committee under this mechanism
led to significant results35. Identifying such best practices, improving transparency as part of
the work in the regular WTO councils and committees could reinforce the effectiveness of
WTO rules36 . WTO members could also try to modernise certain specific trade provisions
that potentially hamper the adoption of such new technologies along global supply chains.
The WTO Customs Valuation agreement is a prime example, and proposals37 with significant development gains and potential to boost the global post-covid19 recovery exist.
So, it’s time to discuss trade and technology!
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